92 honda civic starter

Ever since the Honda Civic entered the US market in , both the hatchback or sedan models
offered an automatic or a manual transmission. While the horsepower, engine options and body
style have changed over the years, starting procedures for the automatic remain the same.
Older Civics with a manual transmission do not require the clutch engagement needed to start
the more recent manual models. Look at your automatic shifter to ensure that is in "park," or "P.
Step on the brake and turn the key away from you, while using slight pressure to push the key
inward. Press the clutch down as far as you can. Move your shifter into neutral, which is the
space between top and bottom gears. Gently move the shifter to the right and left to make sure
it is in neutral, it will not move at all if it is in gear. Push the key in gently and turn it away from
you. Release the key once the car is started. Shanan Miller covers automotive and insurance
topics for various websites, blogs and dealerships. She has extensive automotive experience,
including auction, insurance, finance, service and management positions. Miller has worked for
dealer sales events around the United States and now stays local as a sales and leasing
consultant for a dealership. Step 1 Put your key in the ignition. Step 2 Look at your automatic
shifter to ensure that is in "park," or "P. Step 3 Step on the brake and turn the key away from
you, while using slight pressure to push the key inward. Release your hand from the key once
the Civic starts. Step 1 Put your key into the ignition. Step 2 Press the clutch down as far as you
can. References Edmunds: Honda Civic History. Although older manual Civics may not require
clutch engagement to start the car, you should engage it anyway. Doing so ensures the vehicle
won't lurch forward if it is in gear. If you cannot turn the key in the ignition because the steering
wheel is locked, use gentle pressure to move the key forward hold it in the position with
pressure while using your left hand to move the steering wheel back and forth. If your key does
not work in the ignition at all and you have a newer model late s and beyond , you may have a
problem with your Civic's security system, as the keys have a security chip in them. Contact a
Honda dealership for reprogram help. Hi, I have a 93 Honda civic that I have had battery issues
with for a while. I recently bought a new battery, but the positive cable has been lose. I had
issues starting the car, but wiggling the cable around usually worked for this. The other day,
though, it took several tries for the car to start. I tried to start it later that day, and it wouldn't do
anything but emit a low buzz sound like something was trying to charge. It tried to turn over
once, but died imediately. I tried jump starting it today, but nothing happened. I am wondering if
it is the alternator or the starter. I have never had problems with either one of those, so am not
sure what the signs are that they are bad. Please help. Do you. The battery will not recharge
efficiently if that cable is loose. Chances are that is all that is wrong, but now the battery will
need to be recharged after fixing the loose cable. To test the charging system, use an
inexpensive digital voltmeter to measure battery voltage while the engine is running. It must be
between If it stays near Was this answer. I have a 93 honda civic ex coupe. All of a sudden it
wont start. No spark no nothing. When I turn the key it doesnt try to turn over or anything
anymore first it tried to turn over now it just click click and thats it can some one help me here
and tell me whats wrong with my car. The lights come on when I try to start but no spark no
churn no nothing just click click and thats it usually starts after a jump but this time the jump
didnt work. Could it still be the battery. They battery is used and its been in the car since Try
checking for loose connections. Check fuses also. If that all checks out, put a voltmeter on the
battery. It should be You may also check to see if you are getting battery voltage down to the
starter and the "s wire" on the starter. This is the smaller wire. You should have power there
when the vehicle is being cranked. Everything works electrically interior, and exterior, lights,
radio, etc. No starter action when key is turned. I would appreciate even one or two places to
start a diagnosis. Even with everything being able to function a poor battery connection will not
allow juice enough to allow the starter to operate. Start by cleaning the connections to the
battery and make sure they are tight as well. Hello, I attempted to start my car the other morning
and when I turned the key all the lights lit up but no noise from my car. When I turn the key all
the dash lights come on, headlights work, but no noise from my engine, not even a click. I
attempted to jump off the starter and it began to spin, but didn't engage the motor, it only
produced a loud whining noise. I had battery tested and charged, and it checked out fine. I
checked all battery and starter cables for good connections, and they were fine. Still no
response from engine when I turn the key. What is the problem, because otherwise this car runs
like a sewing machine with no problems. Inspect and test the starter cut relay, clutch switch and
ignition switch Was this answer. I checked all the mentioned parts and they all checked out, but
while inspecting the clutch switch I noticed that the rubber grommet in the clutch pedal that is
supposed to engage and disengage the clutch switch when depressed was missing. I also had
one missing in my brake pedal, which would explain why my brake lights were staying on and
draining my battery. Instead of putting rubber grommets back though I put metal pieces in there
to engage both switches. My car started right up with no problems. Thanks for the direction.

Before I get into it, could it be the starter, clutch safety switch or igition switch? The car has
power and the lights work but nothing happens when you turn the key and try to start it? Where
should I start? Thank you, Randy Was this answer. Hi Randy, Start by testing the battery. It
must have more than 12 V. Lights might work but for the starter to crank, more power is
required. Next check the starter. Check the starter solenoid wire to see it it is secured. If yes,
disconnect the wire and attach a remote wire to the soleanoid terminal. If applying voltage to the
wire cranks the starter, it is OK. Check power supply to starter solenoid. Attach a test lamp to
the disconnected wire from the starter solenoid. Get an assistant to turn the ignition switch and
see if power is available. I checked the battery and voltage and no issues. I checked the starter
soleniod wire and it was loose. I reconnected it and the car started! You guys nailed it! Glad that
you have solved the problem. Have a nice day. I recently had a problem with my car starting. I
got in and turned the key with the clutch depressed, as normal, and the starter sounded as if it
spun up, but failed to engage the flywheel. I took the starter out of my car and got it checked at
a local auto parts store, where it performed like normal, the bendix kicking out, the unit drawing
amps, all kinds of spinning. I should note that I changed the clutch about 6 months ago. Any
thoughts about what I should check next? If the start is internally winding but not engaging,
either the starter needs to be replaced or the flywheel ring gear has been chewed up or is
missing teeth. I let the car run for approximately 30min then turned it off. I can't restart it now
but the lights in the dash and all other lights also work, but the starter won 't click or make any
sound or turn over. I'm thinking that this could be an alternator problem or relay. Hi there, First
thing is to make sure that the battery terminals are tight, check the starter main cable is tight.
Pull the small wire off the starter solinoid and check that there is 12V there when you have the
key on crank, If so starter is the problem, if not, check starter relay and main engine fuse Mark
mhpautos Was this answer. THis car has a bout , miles on it and when I bought it it ran like a
dream with no problems but the battery would run dry if I left the terminals on the battery
overnight. After a while the car had other electrical problems by the car not wanting to give full
power when I turnd on the head lights and after a lil while of that happing it just wouldnt turn
over. All the dash ligghts come on when I trun the key and I mean all of them and none will shut
off. I can turn and hold the key over and about every ten seconds the motor will crank a bout
half but just stop. I left it sit for about a month and just decided to try to start it agian and it
started right up but about 1 minut later and it had the same problem agian. What is wrong with
my honda I have never experianced this problem b4. The alternator must be good since it keeps
the battery charged as long as I take off the turminals when the car is not running. And I have
check all main fuses and nothing so please help. The next thing to check would be the ignition
switch. If the battery is draining off, it could possibly be a faulty relay that remains stuck after
being switched off. You need to do a parasitic drain test to confirm this. I've got a Honda Civic
LX 's that won't start in my drive-way. When I turn the ignition to the first stage, all electrics are
functioning headlights, interior lights and switches, radio, everything. It doesn't even attempt to
turn over, there is only a single clicking sound coming from under the hood. I tried getting a
jump from my friend's car thinking maybe the battery didn't have enough juice, but didn't help.
Same problem with the single click. While holding the key at the second stage, attempting to
start the engine, there's an extremely faint buzzing sound, that then stops when I stop trying to
turn on the engine. It sounds like a starter motor problem. The clicking you hear is the starter
solenoid trying to engage. Run some tests on the starter motor, if found faulty, replace it. Please
login or register to post a reply. Had Starter Checked And Ignition. When your engine is not
cranking turning over it will be mainly due to three separate areas, first it could be the battery,
cables or poor connection, next is the starter No Starter? No Starter Operation What Up?
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! The Honda Civic, as with most modern cars,
uses a clutch interlock switch that is similar to the neutral-safety switch on cars with automatic
transmissions. Where a neutral-safety switch prevents the engine from starting unless the
shifter is in Park or Neutral, the clutch interlock prevents the engine from starting unless the
clutch is pushed in. If your Civic will not start when you push in the clutch, the switch may be
bad. You can check the switch with an inexpensive test light in just a few minutes. Park the
Civic on a level, paved surface and set the parking brake. Shift the transmission into Neutral.
Slide the driver's seat all the way back because you are going to have to lay on the floorboard
so you can reach the interlock switch which is mounted on the top of the clutch pedal. Move
under the dash and find the interlock switch mounted on the top of the clutch pedal. It has two
wires running to it. Clip the wire on the test light to a good ground. Insert the probe end of the
test light into the back of the switch. Have an assistant turn the key to the "Start" position.
While you insert the probe end of the test light into the back of the switch and touch the wi
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res, one at a time. One wire will illuminate the test light, and the other will not. If nether
illuminates the test light, the problem is elsewhere. Push in on the clutch pedal while your
assistant turns the key to the "Start" position. Test the wires again. If only one wire illuminates
the test light, the switch is bad. If both wires illuminate, then the problem is elsewhere. Robert
Bayly, based in Apple Valley, California, began writing in , his "how to" articles can be found on
eHow. With more than 15 years in the auto industry, Bayly has been an auto and diesel
mechanic, service writer and parts manager. He received certificates from Pontiac parts system
, Cat Diesel engine service , Saab and Fiat parts- warranty system. Step 1 Park the Civic on a
level, paved surface and set the parking brake. Step 2 Move under the dash and find the
interlock switch mounted on the top of the clutch pedal. Step 3 Have an assistant turn the key to
the "Start" position. Things You'll Need Test light.

